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PROW (Public Rights of Way) Committee Meeting 

July 12, 12:00 pm 

TLCBD Office | 512 Ellis Street 
 

Meeting Minutes 

FINAL/APPROVED 8/9 
 
 

 

COMMITTEE MEMBERS 
PRESENT ABSENT 

Frank Manchen, Property Owner Representative - Hilton Hotel  X 

Peter Stevens, Resident Representative X   

David Seward, UC Hastings College of Law  X 

Toby Shorts, Property Owner Representative, Curry Senior Center X  

Christian Agulles, PAE Consulting Engineers  X 

Lowell Caulder, Studio Dental X  

Larry Stringer, DPW  X 

Tom Smith, DPW  X 

Darryl Dilworth, DPW  X 

Eugene Morallos, Block By Block   X 

Rich Mongarro, Block By Block X  

Ramiro Alvarez, Recology  X 

Joe Dimelli, Recology  X 

Angelique Vega, Downtown Streets Team X  

Cassie Hoeprich, Fix-It Team X  

STAFF 

  

Simon Bertrang, TLCBD Executive Director X  

Fernando Pujals, TLCBD Staff  X 

Lorraine Lewis, TLCBD Staff X  

Steve Gibson, Urban Place Consulting X  

GUESTS 
 

 

 

Charles Deffarges, SF Bicycle Coalition  X 
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The meeting was called to order at 12:02 pm.  Introductions followed.  S. Bertrang explained that 

the scope of future PROW meetings would be expanded to include improvement projects - such as 

wayfinding and beautification - in addition to cleaning. 

 

1. Approval of Previous Minutes 

MOTION:  To approve June PROW minutes. 

Moved by:  P. Stevens 

Seconded by:  S. Gibson 

Abstained:  T. Shorts, L. Caulder 

PASSED:  Yes  

 
2. Block By Block Update 

R. Mongarro gave the update. C. Kelly is filling in for E. Morallos who is on vacation.  TLCBD 

Clean Team is adding another pressure washer, hopefully by Monday 7/9, so there will be 

increased pressure washing capabilities. The truck is on hand.  Staffing is good and additional 

training will take place.  Block By Block will focus on changes to enhance the overall quality of 

the district.   

 

3. Downtown Streets Team Operations Update  

A. Vega gave the update.  They are at full capacity with 4-5 team members in the morning, 

some in the afternoon, and some dedicated to graffiti removal.  She provided an update on 

numbers, needle and debris removal, plus statistics on people hired. They have expanded and 

hired an additional Project Manager, plus a Case Manager and Employment Specialist.  They 

are also hiring an Outreach Specialist.  She explained the different color associations for their 

employee t-shirts.  As team members gain experience, they are promoted to the next t-shirt 

color level - yellow is the initial color for team members, followed by green, then blue (team 

manager), and then purple for the highest level of experience. 

 

4. SF Public Works & Fix-It Team     

There was no representation from SF Public Works.  C. Hoeprich gave an update for the Fix-It 

Team.  They are starting to manage contracts for supplemental city cleaning, including those 

funded by District Supervisor add backs.  There is a contract which began in April and consists 

of 3-hour shifts on Saturday & Sunday.  The Fix-It team will evaluate the contract and do on-the 

ground observations and bring back feedback to the PROW Committee.  In addition, she 

highlighted a 311 clean-up app created by Lower Polk. This app is a good way for the CBD to 

get clean-up information but requires further work so that both the city and CBD’s data are 

integrated.  

 

5. Micro-Neighborhood Update 

S. Bertrang explained that the Tenderloin will receive District 6 add back dollars.  These dollars 

will allow TLCBD to match city dollars with private funds and launch additional micro 

neighborhoods.  He indicated that TLCBD has met with Block By Block on the new role for 

employees who will work with micro neighborhoods.  These roles will be public facing and 

engage with the community.  As employees are promoted to these new positions, additional 

training and support will be needed, plus appropriate compensation adjustment. One micro 

neighborhood was launched in June. Additional neighborhoods are lined up to launch soon. 
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6. Project Updates 

 

a. New Tenderloin Pit Stop  

As background to previous discussions, City and operational data was analyzed to gauge 

the highest level of need and obvious gaps in pit stop coverage.  The N-W quadrant of the 

District was identified as an area without pit stops and with highest need, with next steps for 

staff to conduct additional outreach.  Outreach was completed in the Hyde (Ellis/Eddy) 

area.  Feedback was generally positive. Although most people are excited to get this new 

pit stop, some people did express nervousness about having a pit stop directly in front of 

their building or business.  Staff will recommend the N-W area to Public Works for the new 

pit stop based on outreach, need and highest probability of success.  Ideally, this would 

align with the next micro neighborhood launch.  Other areas also in need will be a priority 

focus as part of the micro neighborhood program.   
  

b. Big Belly Trash Cans  

S. Bertrang reiterated that the contract is signed.  Late July/early August is the targeted 

delivery date. 

 
c. Wayfinding Pilot 

S. Bertrang indicated the city wants to apply for a Caltrans grant for a pilot wayfinding 

program partnership with the Metropolitan Transportation Commission with implementation 

in Oakland, SF, Oakland and San Jose.  The proposed SF location would be Central 

Market, between Civic Center and Powell Street, creating an opportunity to direct people to 

Tenderloin places of interest, such as the Tenderloin Museum.  We would be responsible for 

cleaning, including graffiti and sticker removal with a third-party vendor handling major 

maintenance and repairs.  The next step is to submit a support letter.   

 

Concerns included: safety of pedestrians, such as tourists, who are unfamiliar with the city 

and street issues, and might spend long periods of time reading the signs; maintenance and 

how to respond to cleaning and vandalism; durability of the sign structure; plus, the 

possibility of the sign serving as a hiding place for undesirable activities, such as drug 

use/dealing.  The consensus was that the selected maintenance vendor would need to 

commit to a fast turnaround for specific issues, such as damage and vandalism. This topic 

will be on a future agenda when more information is available. 

 

d. Street Trees  
S. Bertrang explained that the last budget of Mayor Farrell provided for 2,000 trees to be 

planted in the city of SF.  We would like some of these trees to be planted in the Tenderloin, 

including existing tree pits.  Considerations are a required watering contract, and the issue 

of human vandalism.  August 18th is the next D6 Clean Team event – TLCBD will organize a 

community volunteer group to work with DPW and do tree planting.  Some considerations 

included appropriate tree choices, and tree covers so that waste, etc. does not accumulate 

round the tree well.  Regarding location, Public Works will conduct a survey for which we will 

provide input; the first priority will likely be to fill in existing tree pits/replace dead trees, and 

the second would be additional locations.    

 
T. Shorts indicated Curry Senior Center (333 Turk) will have Lava Mae twice a month in 

front of the building providing showers – starting approximately July 15th.  There was a 

break in at 55 Taylor, The Center For New Music; some equipment was stolen.  
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7. Budget 2018/19          

S. Gibson explained we are changing the billing structure of our Cleaning Operations contract 

so that fixed and variable costs are broken out and paid for separately.  We are currently 

renewing the CBD and proposing budget increases to support additional cleaning services.  

 
The meeting was adjourned at 12:56pm.    

 

Next Meeting:  August 9, 12:00pm 


